Abstract-We determine the capacity of compound classical-quantum channels. As a consequence, we obtain the capacity formula for the averaged classical-quantum channels. The capacity result for compound channels demonstrates, as in the classical setting, the existence of reliable universal classical-quantum codes in scenarios where the only a priori information about the channel used for the transmission of information is that it belongs to a given set of memoryless classical-quantum channels. Our approach is based on a universal classical approximation of the quantum relative entropy which in turn relies on a universal hypothesis testing result.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N this paper, we present the coding theorems for compound and averaged channels with classical input and quantum output (cq-channels). The result nicely supplements recent results of Datta and Dorlas [6] where they considered finite weighted sums of memoryless quantum channels and determined their classical capacity. This is one of the basic examples of channels with long-term memory. This is obviously equivalent to the determination of the classical capacity for the associated compound channel consisting of finitely many channels, since for finite sums we can easily bound the error probabilities of the individual memoryless branches by the error probability of the averaged channel and vice versa. Unfortunately, the beautiful method of proof in [6] does not apply when the number of channels is infinite.
Roughly, the interest in compound channels is motivated by the fact that in many situations we have only a limited knowledge about the channel which is used for the transmission of information. In the compound setting we know merely that the memoryless cq-channel which is in use belongs to some given finite or infinite set of memoryless cq-channels which is a priori known to the sender and receiver. Their goal is to construct coding-decoding strategies that work well for the whole set of channels simultaneously. The situation is comparable with the universal source coding scenario considered in [17] by Jozsa and M., P., and R. Horodecki. Averaged cq-channels are close relatives of compound channels, the difference being that in this situation the communicating parties have access to an additional a priori probability distribution governing the appearance of the particular member of the compound channel. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give a rapid overview of the classical theory of compound channels. Whereas Section III is devoted to the notion of compound cq-channels and the definition of the capacity for this class of channels. The subsequent Section IV contains the first pillar of our argument. Namely, we construct, using an idea going back to Nagaoka, a universal classical approximation of the quantum relative entropy for classes of uncorrelated quantum states. The central Section V starts with a relation between a minimization procedure arising in universal hypothesis testing and the minimization process required for the determination of the capacity of compound cq-channels which is based on Donald's inequality (cf. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3). Then we proceed with the direct and the (strong) converse part of the coding theorem for compound cq-channels. 1 As a by-product, we can prove in Section VI the coding theorem and the weak converse for arbitrary averaged cq-channels with memoryless branches. This extends, in part, the results of Ahlswede [2] to the cq-situation. Moreover, the results of Datta and Dorlas [6] are generalized to averages of memoryless cq-channels with respect to arbitrary probability measures, provided the set of channels has some appropriate measurable structure.
A. Notation
We will assume tacitly throughout the paper that all Hilbert spaces are over the field . The identity operator acting on a Hilbert space is denoted by or simply by if it is clear from the context which Hilbert space is under consideration. The set of density operators acting on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space is denoted by and the set of probability distributions on a finite set will be abbreviated by . denotes the cardinality of the set . The basic classical theory of compound channels was developed independently by Blackwell, Breiman, Thomasian [4] and Wolfowitz [24] . Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian proved the coding theorem with the weak converse. Wolfowitz, on the other hand, obtained the coding theorem with the strong converse for the maximum error criterion by an entirely different method of proof. We recall at this place briefly the capacity formula just to emphasize the similarity to the capacity formula (6) for the cq-case.
For an arbitrary set and finite sets , we consider the family of discrete channels , . The compound channel, denoted by , is simply the whole family of discrete memoryless channels . Let . An -code for the compound channel is set of tuples where , , for and for all and all . A similar definition of the -codes can be given simply by replacing the maximum error criterion by the average one. Thus, the goal is to find reliable codes which work well for all discrete memoryless channels indexed by the set .
The work [4] , [24] can be summarized as follows: The weak capacity of the compound channel with respect to both the maximum and average error criteria is given by (1) where denotes the set of probability distributions on and is the mutual information of the channel with respect to the input distribution . Wolfowitz has shown that the right-hand side (RHS) of (1) is the strong capacity with respect to the maximum error criterion. Ahlswede gives an example in [1] that demonstrates that, surprisingly, the strong converse need not hold for compound channels if the average probability of error is used in the definition of the capacity.
III. COMPOUND CQ-CHANNELS
We consider here a set of cq-channels , , for an arbitrary set where is a finite set and is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The th memoryless extension of the cq-channel is given by for . The compound cq-channel is given by the family . We will write simply for the compound cq-channel.
An Thus, an -code for the compound channel ensures that the maximal error probability for all channels of class is bounded from above by . A more intuitive description of the compound channel is that the sender and receiver actually do not know which channel from the set is used during the transmission of the -block. Their prior knowledge is merely that the channel is memoryless and belongs to the set . This is a channel analog of the universal source coding problem for a set of memoryless sources (cf. [17] ).
A real number is said to be an achievable rate for the compound channel if there is a sequence of codes of sizes such that
and (4) The weak capacity, denoted by , of the compound channel is defined as the least upper bound of all achievable rates.
is called a -achievable rate for the compound channel , , if there is a sequence of codes of sizes for which (3) holds but the error condition is relaxed to
The -capacity is the least upper bound of all -achievable rates.
The Holevo information of a cq-channel with respect to the input distribution is defined by (5) where stands for von Neumann entropy.
As shown in [16] , [20] , [23] , and [19] the -capacity of a single memoryless cq-channel is given by
The main result of our paper is an analog of the capacity formula (1) and can be stated as follows.
Theorem 3.1: Let be an arbitrary compound cq-channel with finite input alphabet and finite-dimensional output Hilbert space . Then (6) holds for any . Proof: The achievability, i.e., the inequality follows from Theorem 5.10. On the other hand, Theorem 5.13 shows that we cannot be better than the RHS of (6) which establishes the inequality
IV. UNIVERSAL CLASSICAL APPROXIMATION OF THE QUANTUM RELATIVE ENTROPY
The purpose of this section is the derivation of a universal classical approximation of quantum relative entropies of a given set with respect to a reference state . The first result of this kind was obtained in the paper [14] This approximation result for quantum relative entropy was the crucial step for a construction of projections for each with the properties 1) and 2) . These properties are exactly the direct part of the quantum version of Stein's lemma. Subsequently, Nagaoka observed that these arguments can be reversed, i.e., starting from the direct part of Stein's lemma we can construct a classical approximation of the quantum relative entropy by simply considering the projections and and probability distributions , 2 (cf. our inequality chain (7) for more details). It is an interesting fact that Nagaoka's argument produces for each pairs of projections which give rise to a good approximation of the quantum relative entropy.
Our approach to the universal classical approximation is motivated by Nagaoka's argument and therefore we need a universal version of Stein's lemma or Sanov's theorem from [3] . Actually, we need a slightly sharper result than that obtained in [3] . The main tool to obtain this sharpening is contained in the following. Proof: The proof is based on the following observation: Let be any PVM on with the properties 1)
for all with and 2) with . Then using these relations we can lower-bound for each as follows: First of all, since is invertible we have for each
. Thus, the monotonicity of the relative entropy yields for all . Consequently we can lower-bound using the relations 1) and 2) (7) with (8) where denotes the smallest eigenvalue of . Thus, our remaining job is the construction of the PVM with the properties described above. [11] . He constructs there a sequence of PVMs on via representation theory of Lie groups which depends merely on and shows how to derive Stein's lemma. Thus, we are forced to uniformly bound the errors of the first and second kind in Hayashi's setting for the whole family in order to obtain a universal Abelian approximation of the quantum relative entropy.
V. CAPACITY OF COMPOUND CQ-CHANNELS
Let be an arbitrary compound channel and for a fixed define where each is seen as a density operator in with being the algebra of operators diagonal w.r.t. the basis of . 3 Moreover, for each we set
In what follows, we identify the probability distribution with a diagonal density operator, i.e., we set
It is well known that holds, where is the relative entropy.
Lemma 5.1 (Donald's Inequality):
Consider any . Then and equality holds iff . Proof: The claimed inequality can be seen as a special instance of Donald's identity [7] . We give a short direct proof for reader's convenience. If is not dominated by , we have . But on the other hand, for any . Thus, the claimed inequality is trivially fulfilled and is always strict in this case.
Assume now that is dominated by , then we obtain where we used the fact that in the last line. We are done now since iff .
Remark 5.2:
A glance at the proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that the following stronger conclusion holds. 4 
and a such that (12) where the last line follows from (11). Donald's inequality, Lemma 5.1, shows that , and consequently by (12) that holds for every . This shows our claim.
A. The Direct Part of the Coding Theorem
The crucial point in our code construction for the compound cq-channels will be following the one-shot version of the coding theorem which is based on (and is an easy consequence of) the ideas developed by Hayashi and Nagaoka in [13] . In order to formulate the result properly we need some notation. Let be any cq-channel with finite input alphabet and finite-dimensional output Hilbert space . Let for all . For any we consider the states and with acting on the Hilbert space . Let denote the set of operators on that are diagonal with respect to the orthonormal basis .
Theorem 5.4 (Hayashi and Nagaoka [13] ): Given any cqchannel and with finite set and finite-dimensional Hilbert space . Let be a projection with 1) with some and 2) for some . Then, for each , we can find and with and such that Proof: All arguments needed in the proof of this theorem are contained explicitly or implicitly in [13] . We provide the proof in the Appendix for completeness and in order to make the presentation more self-contained.
As in the classical approaches to the direct part of the coding theorem, we need a discrete approximation of our compound cq-channel. A partition of is a family of subsets of such that for and hold. We say that the diameter of the partition of is at most if
We borrow from [22] a basic partitioning result for which is proven by a packing argument in the -dimensional cube. Then observing that and that we can find with for all leads via Fannes inequality to (15) provided that . Equations (14) and (15) show that A similar argument shows the reverse inequality and we are done.
Remark 5.7:
At this point we pause for a moment to indicate why our discretization Lemma 5.6 does not suffice to reduce the capacity problem for arbitrary sets of channels to the finite case solved by Datta and Dorlas [6] . Let us assume that we want to construct codes for the channel of block length The proof strategy in [6] , translated into the setting of our Lemma 5.6, would consist of a combination of a measurement that detects the branch from combined with reliable codes for individual channels from . In order to detect which channel is in use during the transmission, Datta and Dorlas construct a sequence , , and a PVM in in with (16) where . It is easily seen using standard volumetric arguments with respect to the Hausdorff measure on the set of cq-channels that for open sets (w.r.t. the relative topology) of channels with degree strictly larger than . Hence, . And since the rightmost quantity in (16) has to approach we have to choose as an increasing sequence depending on . Thus, for large , and no more block length is left for coding.
In the course of the proof of Theorem 5.10 we will need two probabilistic inequalities which go back to the work of Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian [4] and Hoeffding [15] . Let be a finite set of stochastic matrices with finite sets and . For we set and Moreover, for each we define the averaged channel by the joint input-output distribution and For each and let (17) and (18) where and .
Theorem 5.8 (Blackwell, Breiman, Thomasian [4]):
With the notation introduced in preceding paragraph we have for all Our proof of Theorem 5.10 will also require Hoeffding's tail inequality. [15] . Then we will apply Theorem 5.4 to obtain a good code for . This code performs well for the compound channel since the error probability depends affinely on the channel. Finally, by Lemma 5.6, we see that the code obtained in this way is also reliable for the original channel .
Theorem 5.9 (Hoeffding
Let . We assume wiwthout loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) that , because otherwise the assertion of the theorem is trivially true.
Our 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.2 that where and are defined in (9) and (10). Our remaining goal is to prove (25) and (26) In order to simplify the notation and streamline the subsequent arguments we introduce the following terminology: Let and be two sequences of nonnegative reals. We write if . The validity of the assertions (25) and (26) (17) and (18), we obtain from Theorem 5.8 for , , 
Remark 5.11:
Note that the error probability of the codes constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.10 behaves like asymptotically. This is caused by our choice of as . So we can achieve a faster decay of the decoding errors by using better sequences . For example, if we choose and replace in (13) by for all and we obtain, as a careful inspection and a painless modification of the arguments applied so far show, for each sufficiently small -codes for the compound cq-channel with and for an appropriate positive constant .
B. The Strong Converse
For the proof of the strong converse we simply follow Wolfowitz' strategy in [24] , [25] . To this end, we use Winter's result from [23] which is the core of the strong converse for the single memoryless cq-channel. Proof: Wolfowitz' proof of the strong converse [24] , [25] for the classical compound channel extends mutatis mutandis to the cq-case once we have Theorem 5.12.
We fix and consider any -code . Each codeword induces a type (empirical distribution) on and according to the standard type counting lemma (cf. [5] ) there are at most different types. We divide our code into subcodes such that the codewords of each belong to the same type class, i.e., induce the same type. It is clear that the maximum error probabilities of these subcodes are bounded from above by for all . Since we have a uniform bound on error probabilities on each channel in the class we may apply (Winter's) Theorem 5.12 , and obtain (43) where denotes the type of the codewords belonging to the subcode . Since the left-hand side of (43) does not depend on we may conclude that (44) holds. Then, recalling that there are at most subcodes and using (44) we arrive at with a suitable constant .
VI. AVERAGED CHANNELS
In this section, we extend the results of Datta and Dorlas [6] to arbitrary averaged channels whose branches are memoryless cq-channels.
Let be a probability space, i.e., is a set, is a -algebra, and is a probability measure on . Moreover, we consider a memoryless compound cq-channel with finite input alphabet and finite-dimensional output Hilbert space . We assume that the branches , , depend measurably on , i.e., we assume that for each fixed the maps are measurable. We assume here that is endowed with its natural Borel -algebra. The averaged channel is defined by the following prescription: For any , we have a map , where is the density operator uniquely determined by the requirement that for all the relation holds. 5 5 Note that tr(D b) depends measurably on t since tensor and ordinary products of operators are continuous and hence measurable operations.
A code for the averaged channel consists as before of codewords and decoding operators , , . The integer is the size of the code. Achievable rates and the capacity are defined in a similar fashion as for memoryless cq-channels.
We will show in Sections VI-A and B that, in analogy to the classical case [2] , the weak capacity of is given by (45) where denotes the essential infimum. 6 Clearly, we cannot expect the strong converse to hold because of Ahlswede's [2] counter examples in the classical setting.
A. The Direct Part of the Coding Theorem
We will need some simple properties of the essential infimum in the proof of the direct part of the coding theorem for the averaged channel . We start with a simple general property of the essential infimum.
Lemma 6.1:
Let be a probability space and any measurable function. Let . Then the set satisfies
Proof: The assertion of the lemma follows easily from the definition of the essential infimum.
Our proof of the direct part of the coding theorem will be based on a reduction to the case of compound cq-channels. Therefore, we have to give another characterization of in terms of the optimization processes appearing in the capacity formula for the compound cq-channels. To this end we define for any and Lemma 6.2: Let be the averaged cq-channel defined by the probability space and the compound cq-channel . Then
Proof:
holds by Lemma 6. . But this follows immediately if we apply our Theorem 5.10 to the compound channel since any good code for the compound cq-channel has the same performance for the averaged channel due to the fact that .
B. The Weak Converse
We start with a general property of the essential infimum which will help us to reduce the arguments in the proof of the weak converse to Fano's inequality and Holevo's bound via Markov's inequality. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown the existence of universally "good" classical-quantum codes for two particularly interesting cq-channel models with limited channel knowledge. We determined the optimal transmission rates for the classes of compound and averaged cq-channels. For the first model we could prove the strong converse for the maximum error criterion whereas for the latter only a weak converse is established.
The coding theorems for compound and averaged cq-channels imply in an obvious way the corresponding capacity formulas for the classical product state capacities of compound and averaged quantum channels (cf. the arguments in [16] , [20] , [23] for memoryless quantum channels). To be specific, the classical product state capacity of a family of quantum channels, as described by completely positive, trace preserving maps, is given, according to our results, by where the supremum is taken over all ensembles of possible input states occurring according to probability distribution , and
The full classical capacity of is then and the limit is in general necessary by a counterexample to the additivity conjecture given by Hastings [9] . The capacity results for compound and averaged cq-channels show nicely the impact of the degree of channel uncertainty on the capacity. In fact, for the compound cq-channel we merely know that the information transmission happens over an unknown memoryless cq-channel which belongs to an a priori given set of channels. The capacity formula (6) is the best worst case rate we can guarantee simultaneously for all involved channels. For averaged cq-channels, on the other hand, the formula (45) takes into account only the almost sure worst case cq-channel, since we are given additional information represented by the probability measure on the memoryless branches. Consequently, the capacity of compound cq-channels is smaller than the capacity of their averaged counterparts in many natural situations. A simple example illustrating this effect is as follows.
Let be a finite set and let be cq-channels that are defined as follows. Let be any channel with the capacity . For , select distinct unitaries acting on and define where , and , is the canonical basis of . Note that for each and holds, and consequently, . Since any sequence of codes with asymptotically vanishing proba-bility of error for the compound cq-channel has to be reliable for each of our channels and especially for , we see that the only achievable rate for is . Consequently, . Now, if both the transmitter and receiver have additional information that the channels from are drawn according to a priori probability distribution and for , then it follows from Theorem 6.3 that where denotes the averaged channel associated with and .
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4
This appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.4. We will apply a random coding argument of Hayashi and Nagaoka which in turn is based on the following operator inequality which we quote from the work [13] by Hayashi and Nagaoka: In the following consideration, we use the shorthand for the average error probability of the random code , i.e., we set Recalling the fact that are i.i.d., each distributed according to and (72) yields (73) where we have used (69) and (70) in the second inequality. Equation (73) shows that there must be at least one deterministic code , which is a realization of the random code , with average error probability less than which concludes the proof of Theorem 5.4.
